DEVIL GATE DRIVE

HEY, YOU ALL WANT TO GO DOWN TO DEVIL GATE DRIVE?
WELL, COME ON!...
"WELCOME TO 'THE DIVE'!
A-ONE, A-TWO, A-ONE, TWO, THREE
[C///]/ "YAY" [C///]/ "YAY" [C///]/ [G///]/

WELL, AT THE [C] AGE OF FIVE THEY CAN DO THEIR JIVE
DOWN IN DEVIL GATE DRIVE
AND AT THE AGE OF SIX THEY'RE GONNA GET THEIR KICKS
DOWN IN DEVIL GATE DRIVE
WELL YOUR [F] MAMA DON'T KNOW
WHERE YOUR [C] SISTER DONE GO
SHE GONE [F] DOWN TO THE DRIVE
SHE'S THE [C] STAR OF THE SHOW
AND LET HER [F] MOVE ON UP
LET HER [C] COME LET HER GO.
SHE CAN [G] JIVE ... DOWN IN DEVIL GATE [C] DRIVE [G]

CHORUS:
SO COME A-[C]-LIVE    { YEAH!}
COME ALIVE    { YEAH!}
[Eb] DOWN IN [D] DEVIL GATE [C] DRIVE
SO COME A-[C]-LIVE    { YEAH!}
COME ALIVE    { YEAH!}
[Eb] DOWN IN [D] DEVIL GATE... [Eb] DOWN IN [D] DEVIL GATE
[Eb] DOWN IN [D] DEVIL GATE [C] DRIVE
[Eb] DOWN IN [D] DEVIL GATE... [Eb] DOWN IN [D] DEVIL GATE

[C] WHEN THEY REACH THEIR TEENS,
THAT'S WHEN THEY ALL GET MEAN
DOWN IN DEVIL GATE DRIVE
WHEN I WAS SWEET SIESTEEN I WAS THE JUKEBOX QUEEN
DOWN IN DEVIL GATE DRIVE
I LEAD THE [F] ANGEL PACK ON THE [C] ROAD TO SIN
[F] KNOCK DOWN THE GATES, LET ME [C] IN. LET ME IN
DON'T [F] MESS ME 'ROUND,
CAUSE YOU [C] KNOW WHERE I 'VE BEEN

CHORUS
WELL YOUR [F] MAMA DON'T KNOW WHERE YOUR [C] SISTER DONE GO
SHE GONE [F] DOWN TO THE DRIVE SHE'S THE [C] STAR OF THE SHOW
AND LET HER [F] MOVE ON UP, LET HER [C] COME LET HER GO.
SHE CAN [G] JIVE ... DOWN IN DEVIL GATE [C] DRIVE [G]

CHORUS [G/]